Midterm Quiz (until around 7:15 PM)

Q&A on Problem Set on Linear Systems and Markov Chains will take place next week

Introduction to Databases
   Setting up a Personal Rolodex
   One Table Databases
      Entities vs. Attributes
      Records vs. Fields

Computer Implementation
   Data tables
   Forms
   Query/Filter
   Reports

The Rational for Multi-Table Databases

Brief Demo of Access

Assignment
1. Complete Problem Single Table Data Bases, only problems 1-4
2. Material that was due today, October 15 has been extended to next Monday.
3. Read the Case Study, Voice-Oriented Clinical Data System, and come prepared to discuss it in class next week.
4. Scan the Access Bible, especially Chapter 5 (Creating Tables) and Chapter 9 (Simple Queries)—as found on the website.
5. Read Andersen and Dawes Chapters 1 and 2
6. Sign Up Sheets for Access Labs on October 17 and 20 (4-5:15 PM) are on Andersen's door--Milne 315b.